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Model Latina NYC (Series 3)

13 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Model Mayhem

After a long, rigorous search online and at the nationwide castings, 15 girls arrive in NYC to vie for
the 12 spots in the swanky Manhattan loft. Models must prove they can photograph well enough
to impress their potential future boss and Q Management founder Jeffrey Kolsrud, but three don’t
make the grade, and are sent packing!

2. Flesh and the City

The girls slip on sexy swimsuits and hop on a bus for their first assignment shot by Franco
Lacosta. Back at the loft, Elora and Paulina fight over dirty underwear.

3. Concrete Jungle

The girls are shocked to find out one more girl is going home. They sharpen their claws for the
next assignment – channelling their wild side for a tribal shoot in Harlem. It’s all about wild hair
and funky makeup!

4. Mobile Vixens

There’s some animosity amongst the girls when one contender surprises the group by returning to
the competition. The girls go to a club to shoot a Verizon commercial, but the party ends when
teamwork fails.

5. Catwalk Chaos

The girls learn the true meaning of a New York minute when they get a crash-course in runway
shows at Bloomingdales.

6. Down n’ Dirty

It’s community service day! The girls get photographed cleaning up a New York City block.
Everybody’s favourite girl is gets slammed for poor performance for the very first time.
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7. Eye Candy

The girls show off their acting skills for a Nationwide insurance commercial. The catch? They can
only use their eyes.

8. Urban Elegance

It’s their biggest challenge yet! Can the girls pull off couture on the Brooklyn Bridge?

9. Two to Tango

Ballet Hispanico shows the girls some moves. Now, they must pull them off while posing with a
male dancer.

10. Final 4 Fiesta

The remaining four create an alter ego for a photo shoot with the new Ford Fiesta. One of the girls
storms off the set and another takes one step closer to being the next Model Latina.

11. Model Retake

Catch up on all the Model Latina NYC madness! We take you back to the highs, lows, and models
who didn’t make the cut.

12. Fab Fuerza Girls

The pressure’s on! The girls take on a giant treadmill, high-speed winds, and confetti to prove they
have what it takes to make it to the finale.

13. Runway Showdown

It’s down to the wire, and fashion is at the forefront! Dominican designer Hernan Lander provides
the clothing for the girls to work the catwalk. Who will be the next Model Latina?


